We propose a curvelet domain strategy to subtract ground-roll from seismic records. We built curvelet domain mask functions from higher scales which are groud-roll-free and project them to the lower scales that are contaminated with ground-roll energy. The mask function helps to preserve the reflected energy and eliminate the ground-roll energy. A synthetic seismic data example is provided to analyze the performance of the proposed method.
Introduction
Coherent noise elimination is a very challenging task in seismic data processing. Ground-roll is the most common and well-known type of coherent noise. The ground-roll is a Rayleigh type surface wave and it is present in seismograms from land seismic surveys. The amplitude of ground-roll is higher than the body waves, therefore, its overlap with the body waves can conceal the reflected seismic events. However, the ground roll has a distinct frequency content compared to the body waves, i.e. it mainly contains low frequency energy. This property can be effectively utilized to separate ground-roll from body waves.
A very common method for elimination of ground-roll energy is the f-k domain dip filtering. However, this method faces difficulties if the wrap-around ground-roll energy overlaps with the body wave energy in the f-k domain. To overcome this problem local time/frequency and space/wavenumber windowing strategies becomes necessary (Chiu and Howell, 2008) . Curvelet transform provides very efficient tool for local analysis of seismic data (Herrmann and Hennenfent, 2008; Naghizadeh and Sacchi, 2010) . It is a local decomposition of data based on the dip and frequency content. In this article we utilize the curvelet transform to separate ground-roll from body waves. Yarham and Herrmann (2008) used sparse representation of curvelet coefficients for Ground-roll elimination. Lately, Wang et al. (2009) used a combination of interferometric prediction with L1/L2 norm curvelet subtraction to subtract the groundroll. In this paper we adopt a scale and direction guided approach for this goal. We build mask functions from higher scales of curvelets (ground-roll-free frequencies) and project them to lower scales (groundroll-contaminated frequencies). This trick guarantees an optimal subtraction of ground-roll from body waves. A synthetic seismic data example is provided to show the effectiveness of proposed method.
Curvelet Transform
The curvelet transform is a local and directional decomposition of an image (data) into harmonic scales. The curvelet transform aims to find the contribution from each point of data in the t-x domain to isolated directional windows in the f-k domain. In this article we use the discrete curvelet transform (Candes et al., 2005) . Figure 1a shows the partitioning of the f-k domain adopted by the curvelet transform. This example contains 6 scales represented by the co-centric squares (in this case half of the f-k plane since we assume real t-x signals/images). Except for scale 1 (coarsest scale), the rest of scales are divided into smaller windows each representing a specific direction. The coarsest scale of the curvelet transform does not have directional properties. Notice that the finest scale (scale 6 in this example) covers 75% of the f-k domain. For completeness, we have also indicated the 8 directions associated with scale 4. For the methodology discussed in this paper, the directional properties of the curvelets are of great importance. We will also display the curvelet coefficient as t 0 -x 0 patches positioned in a large matrix according to the patch scale and nominal angle or dip. The latter is shown in 1b.
Curvelet domain Ground-roll elimination
We suppose that by building a mask function W in the curvelet domain we can suppress the ground-roll energy. This means the ground-roll-free data can be represented via
where c is the curvelet coefficients of noisy data and C T is the inverse curvelt transform. The mask function W is a diagonal matrix with elements that are either 0 or 1; so we are trying to prescribe with W the elements of the curvelet that are used to represent the ground-roll-free data. Equation 1 can be solved by posing a least-square cost function minimization scheme (Tikhonov and Goncharsky, 1987 ) The minimum of the cost function J can be computed using the method of conjugate gradients (Hestenes and Stiefel, 1952) .
The most important step of our algorithm is finding a strategy to estimate W from the data. We first use the curvelet transform to find an initial vector of coefficients c. The coefficients are divided into two groups according to their scale: Ground-roll-free and ground-roll-contaminated scales. Let us define the indices j and l that indicate scale and angle, respectively. Furthermore, the parameter j a indicates the index of the maximum ground-roll-contaminated scale. With this definition in mind, the mask function for the ground-roll-free scales (high frequencies) can be computed as follows
where [c] j,l is used to indicate all the coefficients for scale j and angle l. Similarly, [W] j,l represents all the elements of the diagonal mask function for scale j and angle l. The parameter λ j is a user defined threshold value for scale j. The remaining problem is to compute the mask function for ground-rollcontaminated scales (low-frequencies). For this purpose, we use the following algorithm
where in the expression above N denotes the nearest neighbor operator that is needed to upscale the mask function from scale j to j −1 andl indicates the directionality (angle) index closest to l. In essence, we use the mask function from a higher scale (ground-roll-free) to constrain the curvelet coefficients of lower scales that are contaminated by ground-roll. The mask behaves like a local and directional all-pass operator for the coefficients that are modeling the ground-roll-free signal.
Synthetic Seismic data example Figure 2a shows a synthetic seismic record with three hyperbolic events (body waves) and several low frequency steep linear events (ground-roll). Figure 2d represent the f-k spectra of the data in Figure 2a .
It is clear that the ground-roll energy has wrapped-around the frequency axis and overlaid the reflected energy. The challenge is to subtract the ground-roll energy from reflected energy. Figure 2e shows the result of f-k dip filtering. It is obvious that a simple f-k dip filtering is unable to subtract the overlaid energy but successfully eliminates the non-overlaid energy. This results in leftover energy in the t-x domain of f-k dip filtered data (Figure 2b ). Figure 2c shows the data after subtracting the ground-roll using the method proposed in this article. Almost all of the ground-roll energy has been removed from overlapped area in the f-k domain (Figure 2f ). Figure 3a shows the curvelet panels of the original data in Figure 2a . Figure 3b shows the mask function created using equation 3 and 4. Here j a , the maximum noise contaminated scale, is equal to 5. This means the mask function is first created for scale 6 by thresholding the curvelet coefficients and then projected down to lower scales according to equation 4. Figure 3c shows the curvelet panels of the data after applying the mask function. are the f-k spectra of (a)-(c), respectively
Conclusions
The curvelet transform is used to eliminate the ground-roll energy from seismic records. We have used a scale and direction guided approach. The algorithm creates a mask function from higher scales of curvelets (ground-roll-free frequencies) and projects them to the lower scales (ground-roll-contaminated frequencies). The synthetic example shows the effectiveness of the proposed strategy. Vienna, Austria, 23-26 May 2011 Curvelet panels of the denoised data in Figure 2c .
